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Hit Point Maximum
  Strength

  Dexterity

  Constitution

  Intelligence

  Wisdom

  Charisma
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PASSIVE WISDOM (PERCEPTION)
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ATTACKS & SPELLCASTING

FEATURES & TRAITS

  Acrobatics (Dex)

  Animal Handling (Wis)

  Arcana (Int)

  Athletics (Str)

  Deception (Cha)

  History (Int)

  Insight (Wis)

  Intimidation (Cha)

  Investigation (Int)

  Medicine (Wis)

  Nature (Int)

  Perception (Wis)

  Performance (Cha)

  Persuasion (Cha)

  Religion (Int)

  Sleight of Hand (Dex)

  Stealth (Dex)

  Survival (Wis)
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	CharacterName 2: Rikku Yuffina Kyrus
	Age: 1,000
	Height: 7.6
	Weight: 100 lbs
	Eyes: Blue
	Skin: Peach
	Hair: Yellow
	Faction Symbol Image: 
	Allies: The Crimson Lotus Gang member.  Gang name - "Blue" Owns a Blood elf Spell Jammer called the Autumnsinge Dragonhawk.  Crew:  
	FactionName: Blue
	Backstory: During the war against the Scourge me, my Mom and Dad fled Azeroth in a Spelljama. The closest outer world we could find was Numeria and we landed there. We settled for two years in Numeria Plains,   learning what we could. Then, a gang came and took the Spelljama, and my parents. They never found me. Where we settled we could always see a bright light every now and then connecting to the sky. We never went there for fear of being captured or hurt. I was alone so I went towards the light. As I got closer a town formed and I went in. The first person I met was male wizard called Khonnir Baine. He seemed interested and puzzled by my appearance. He took me to his house to ask question  me as I soon found out. He asked a number of questions  that were very confusing. I told him all about fleeing Azeroth and what Azeroth was. How I came to this world and the capturing of my parents and the Spelljama. How I managed to come to this town and what I am. He tells me he thinks the people who captured my parents are  the Technic League. And that I am in the town of Torch. He tells me about the world and an event that happened a thousand years ago called the Rain of Stars. After that he took me in.  
	Feat+Traits: Personal Goal: Finding other Blood Elves is my top priority. Parent's name and age: Sylva Kyrus (mum)504, Nilnean Kyrus (dad) 506 Adopted family: Khonnir Baine (dad) Val (sister) Stuart Little (familiar, cranium rat)Mister Squawkers (Parrot, says bad words)Bandit (Warhorse, black PHB pg. 311)Bindi (Pineto, cactus horse) 42 (Repair robot) Cybernetic arms x2 (double lifting, double climb speed, advantage on disarm checks) and implanted weapon - zero pistol (1d8 cold, stunned on a critical, lose 10' of movement on a failed DC 15 CON).
	Treasure:  Black ePick, Technic League Badge, Ion tape, 2xZip sticks, Goggles, Battery x2, Emergency Beacon, Boots of speed, Healers kit, Sin' dorei chip finder, Cameline suit, 32 food pills, White ac, 2x Brown ac, Cloak of protection, Grippers, Flashlight, Make up kit, 2 bags of chestnuts, Dust of Disappearance, Ring of Invisibility, Aerosol can, Expression compass,Noqual Exoskeleton (AC 15. MAX DEX +6, light armour. Allows the use of heavy weapons with advantage, grants advantage on all spell related saving throws).   
	CHARACTER IMAGE: 


